


deployment of AI technologies as well as the opportunity to assemble experts in the field to 
provide ongoing advice and assistance in the employment of AI products. 

Preamble 

In order to implement the guardrails for the use of AI technologies across state 
government, I am directing the Virginia lnfonnation Technologies Agency (VITA) to publish the 
AI Policy Standards and AI Information Technology Standards and to make them available to all 
Executive Branch Agencies and the general public. I direct all Executive Branch Agencies to 
follow the approval processes and procedures as defined in those standards. I direct the 
Department of Education and State Council of Higher Education for Virginia, in consultation 
with the Virginia Community College System, to develop and issue the tools, instructional 
resources, and support as needed under the Education Guidelines to provide the necessary 
assistance around the considerations, implementation, and use of AI at all levels of education. 
Furthermore, the Secretary of Public Safety and Homeland Security, in conjunction with the 
Office of the Attorney General, is directed to develop standards for the appropriate use of AI 
applicable to all Executive Branch law enforcement agencies and enforcement personnel. 

Directive 

Accordingly, pursuant to the authority vested in me as the Chief Executive Officer of the 
Commonwealth, and pursuant to Article V of the Constitution of Virginia and the laws of the 
Commonwealth, I hereby direct all relevant Secretariats to take the following actions: 

I. Policy Standards

The AI Policy Standards enacted under this Executive Order set out guiding principles 
for the ethical use of AI, general parameters to detennine the business case for AI, a mandatory 
approval process for all Al capabilities, a set of mandatory disclaimers to accompany any 
products or outcomes generated by Al, methods to mitigate third-party risks, and measures to 
ensure that the data of private citizens are protected. VITA shall publish these policy standards 
and all Executive Branch Agencies shall follow them. AI Policy Standards 

II. Information Technology Standards

The AI Infonnation Technology standards enacted under this Executive Order provide 
the protocols and requirements for Commonwealth agencies and suppliers to follow if they 
employ Al products or technologies. These standards apply to both existing and new uses of AI; 
stand-alone AI embedded in commercial or government systems or applications, and generative 
AI within other systems or applications; AI developed either by the agency or by third parties on 
behalf of agencies for the fulfilment of specific agency missions, including relevant data inputs 
used to train AI and outputs used in support of decision making; and agencies' procurement of 
AI applications. VITA shall publish these technology standards and all Executive Branch 
Agencies shall follow them. Al IT Standards 
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https://www.vita.virginia.gov/artificial-intelligence/
https://www.vita.virginia.gov/artificial-intelligence/


https://www.education.virginia.gov/media/governorvirginiagov/secretary-of-education/pdf/AI-Education-Guidelines.pdf
https://www.education.virginia.gov/media/governorvirginiagov/secretary-of-education/pdf/AI-Education-Guidelines.pdf





